
Welcome to the SubliminalMP3s.com affiliate program! In this guide you will find a lot of
useful information on how to promote our program - which traffic sources to use, and how
you can increase your click-though rate and conversions with us. If you are just new to
affiliate marketing this guide will get you started, or even you have experience you should
find some useful information and new ideas here.
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Getting Started

There are tens of thousands of people searching online everyday for "subliminal messages",
"subliminal messaging", "subliminal mp3s" etc - not to mention specific areas such as
"improving confidence", "weight loss" and so on. On a very basic level all you will be doing
is placing yourself between people searching for terms like this, giving them some
information, pre-selling them, and sending them on to us a little warmed up.

You will earn commission for every sale made on the traffic you send us.
We pay 75% Commission, and with over 150+ albums, regular promotions, and
dedicated marketing / conversion optimization from our end the potential is unlimited -
people often try an album or 2 with us, and a large number of them come back and try
more, therefore giving you repeat commissions over the longer period too.

Something for Everyone!

We are essentially a self help / personal development webstore -
we have something for everyone. Whether your customers want
to quit smoking, lose weight, improve their health, boost their
confidence, work with the law of attraction, or pursue success in
almost any area we have an album which can help.

Therefore as an affiliate you can be successful with us from
pretty much any niche. You can successfully promote us and
earn great commissions whether you have a general personal
development website, or if you are more focused on one specific
area - perhaps positivity, or weight loss, or motivation etc; in
this scenario you can recommend specific albums tailored to the
interests of your market. We find both approaches work very well, and we have proven,
pre-written articles to help you get started whatever your area of expertise is.

Even if you only have this small niche website focused on one area what we find is that
people visit us and try the album they are most interested in - perhaps weight loss for
example, and after a few days / weeks they learn more about subliminal messaging and try
further albums in wider areas.

Join Our Affiliate Program Now

Our affiliate program runs on the Clickbank network. To promote our website and products
on an affiliate basis all you need is a Clickbank account.
It is free to signup and you can be up and running in just a couple
of minutes: http://www.clickbank.com

http://www.clickbank.com
http://www.clickbank.com


Get Your Affiliate Link Here

Because we have so many products
(over 150+ and counting) you can
link to any product page you wish.

You can of course send people to our
homepage, and if you are writing
about subliminal messaging in
general this is recommended, but if
you are talking about losing weight
with subliminal messages you can
send people straight to our weight
loss album, or if you are writing
about confidence you can send
people to one of our confidence
based albums etc.

You will get a better conversion rate if you use intelligent linking like this.

Visit Our Affiliate Link Generator Page For Deep Links

http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/link-generator


Creating Content

This section will help you get
started in creating content for
your blogs, mini sites, review
pages, and article submissions
etc.

We have a lot of pre-written articles for you to use. The first place to go is to our "Affiliate
Success Pack". This basically consists of 3 articles which have been tried and tested to get
people clicking through to us and buying from us. These can be the core of your website, or
they can be used in your email marketing to great success (more on email marketing
further on).

Unique Pre-spun Articles!

We are committed to giving you leading article marketing materials and add more articles
every month. We have a ground-breaking free "spinning" tool here which contains
a LOT more free articles which are PRE-SPUN for uniqueness - with your affiliate
link already embedded! We have more articles on subliminal messaging generally, or if
you have a site which is more specific to one particular area of health, or personal
development we also have a articles about specific products / niches i.e. subliminal
messaging and the law of attraction / and weight loss etc.

Using these pre-spun articles means you are not competing to rank on the search engines
with other people using the same article and will make it easier for you to get found.

Visit Our Affiliate Articles & Email Marketing For Unique
Articles

We add to our articles collection every month, but if you want to write your own content still
you can use these articles as a guide. You should see a general style of writing which you
can write more similar articles from, or expand upon to write about our other subliminal
products / niches. If in doubt you could also get more ideas for articles from the product
pages for the albums you wish to promote and write articles such as "How To... lose weight
/ increase your confidence / achieve success etc ...With The Power of Subliminal Messages"
style articles.

Remember that when writing about specific niches you will get a better conversion rate if
you use our deep link generator to link to the specific relevant product rather than just our
homepage. For best results you should also do your keyword research and find out what
keywords people are searching for and include these in your article title - you can read more
information about keywords and research on our Affiliates Keywords Page.

Testimonials

Creating simple articles about how subliminal messaging can help will work - it will get
people interested, curious to try more and clicking through to our website. However, if you
can combine this with experiences from real people, with your own experiences, or if you

http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/_data/pdf/Subliminalmp3sAffiliateSuccessPack.pdf
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/_data/pdf/Subliminalmp3sAffiliateSuccessPack.pdf
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/articles
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/articles
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/link-generator
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/keywords


can get stories from users of your website / blog and publish these then this will add an
extra level to your efforts.

It is one thing for me to explain how our albums work, or for you to setup a website / blog
on subliminal messaging, but to hear personal stories of success makes it real for people
and adds credibility.

Our feedback page is ever growing and you can use any of the stories here:
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/feedback

http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/feedback
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/feedback


Traffic Generation

Free Traffic

Blogs

Blogger (aka Blogspot): Very simple to setup, and designed with
beginners in mind. It is quite customisable, and you can insert
images, banners, and make your blog look unique. You can either
host your blog directly on the blogspot domain, or you can buy your own domain and just
use the blogspot system.
http://www.blogger.com

Wordpress: Arguably more advanced than blogspot. It is the
"ultimate blog" format and is completely customizable - you can
make it look more like a "real website" than just a blog. It is a little
more technical to setup and customize than blogspot, but anyone with a little online
experience should be able to manage. You can also either host your blog directly on the
wordpress website, or buy your own domain and just use the wordpress software.
http://wordpress.org

There is other blogging software available, but between these 2 you have something for
beginners, and with wordpress you can do anything you want.

* With either of these blogging platforms you can host your blog on their server as
something like http://www.magic-subliminal.blogger.com or you can host it yourself by
buying the domain and use http://www.magic-subliminal.com itself. If you are a serious
affiliate we do recommend buying your own domain name - this will make you look more
professional, perhaps even an authority figure, and help you to build a brand image.

Article Marketing

Article marketing is the place to start with in our humble opinion. We have done a lot of
article marketing ourselves to bring new traffic to our site and to make sales. It can be a
really consistent way to generate traffic and recurring sales.

Top 20 Article Directories (ranked by traffic / page rank)

Directory Alexa Rank Page Rank
1 ezinearticles.com 131 6
2 articlesbase.com 456 5
3 buzzle.com 1327 5
4 goarticles.com 1633 6
5 helium.com 1867 6
6 articlesnatch.com 2311 5
7 articlealley.com 3144 5
8 articledashboard.com 3282 5
9 ideamarketers.com 4375 3

http://www.blogger.com
http://wordpress.org
http://www.ezinearticles.com/
http://www.articlesbase.com/
http://www.buzzle.com/
http://www.goarticles.com/
http://www.helium.com/
http://www.articlesnatch.com/
http://www.articlealley.com/
http://www.articledashboard.com/
http://www.ideamarketers.com/


10 amazines.com 4611 2
11 searchwarp.com 5835 4
12 a1articles.com 7420 5
13 isnare.com 8402 6
14 articlecity.com 8640 5
15 sooperarticles.com 8644 3
16 articlerich.com 8796 3
17 articlecube.com 10019 0

18 submityourarticle.com/
articles/ 10041 4

19 site-reference.com 11972 5
20 365articles.com 12006 3

Our recommendations: Generally it is best to go either 2 ways - either
submit your article everywhere if you are using an automated too, or if
you are doing it manually just pick a few high ranking article directories to
submit to. Ezine Articles is a league above the others and you should
always try to get your articles submitted there as it will generally bring 3x as much traffic as
anywhere else.

Automatic Article Submission Programs

If you want to submit to a lot of article directories (or if you regularly post a lot of articles)
then automated submission is often the way forward. You lose a little control, but it will
save you a lot of time. Here are a couple of programs we recommend, they are all similar
and basically you input your article, your author name, summary, and resource box into
their software and it will do the submissions for you.

1. Articlebot: http://www.incansoft.com/IS0030.php - Our top recommendation -
a well supported and regularly updated article submission tool from Icansoft. This
latest version supports article spinning, and we can't recommend the support team
at Incansoft highly enough. Price is around $25 but well worth the investment for
serious article marketers.

2. Article Submitter: http://articlesubmitter.imwishlist.com - A solid product from
Brad Callen - a very popular article submission tool. There is a free version with
limited features or pay to upgrade to the full version.

3. Unique Article Wizard: http://www.uniquearticlewizard.com - A classic and well
rated article submission tool.

Web 2.0 Sites

These are similar to blogs, but instead of a rolling diary format you just
make one longer page / one focused article, and they can include
images, videos and more interactive features.

You can use them how you wish or to review products and share
information etc just as you would with a blog. They are also favoured
within Google and the search engines so you can write an article and get
it ranked pretty quickly too.

http://www.amazines.com/
http://www.searchwarp.com/
http://www.a1articles.com/
http://www.isnare.com/
http://www.articlecity.com/
http://www.sooperarticles.com/
http://www.articlerich.com/
http://www.articlecube.com/
http://www.submityourarticle.com/articles/
http://www.submityourarticle.com/articles/
http://www.site-reference.com/
http://www.365articles.com/
http://ezinearticles.com/
http://www.incansoft.com/IS0030.php
http://articlesubmitter.imwishlist.com/
http://www.uniquearticlewizard.com/


There are a range of other similar "Web 2.0" blogs / article sites such as:

• Squidoo: http://www.squidoo.com - Our recommendation - a simple article based
system yet quite profound in the different things you can do. Page rank 8

• Weebly: http://www.weebly.com - "Create a simple website or blog within minutes".
Page rank 8

• Ning: http://www.ning.com - growing in popularity with simple features and a social
/ sharing element. Page rank 8

• Live Journal: http://www.livejournal.com - a combination of a private journal, a
blog, a discussion forum and a social network. Page rank 8

• Hubpages: http://www.hubpages.com - Another well rated Web 2.0 site, but quite
strict in the number out outgoing links you can use

• Self Growth: http://www.selfgrowth.com -You can create a profile for you / your
website here and establish yourself as an expert

• Tumblr: http://www.tumblr.com - a blogging / article / information sharing hybrid.
Recommended. Page rank 7

• MyBlogLog: http://www.mybloglog.com - A blogging platform powered by Yahoo
(Yahoo's answer to Blogspot?). Page rank 7

• Knol: http://knol.google.com/k - owned by google - write informational articles and
"share what you know". Page rank 7

• 43 Things: http://www.43things.com - make a list of "43 things you want to
achieve" - good for goal setting and personal development. Page rank 7

• Vox: http://www.vox.com - another well made blogging platform.. "everything you
want in a blog". Page rank 7

• Now Public: http://www.nowpublic.com - a user generated NEWS site. Good for
informational / news based articles. Page rank 7

• Zimbio: http://www.zimbio.com - another popular and well ranked blog / article
hybrid. Page rank 6

• Gather: http://www.gather.com - presents itself as a social networking site but it is
more of a "share your articles" site. Page rank 6

• Advogato: http://www.advogato.org - A simple article blogging / publishing site
with social elements. Page rank 6

Using a variety of these Web 2.0 / article sites such as Hubpages, Squidoo, and some of the
above will increase your coverage in the search engines. It is a good idea to target each site
/ article with just one or two keywords each. For example, you could have a page on
Squidoo which is targeted for the keyword "Subliminal Messages", and other articles on
other sites which focus on other keywords such as "Subliminal Learning", "Subliminal Audio"
etc. It can be difficult to get one article to rank for too wide a range of keywords, but by
creating several sites you can cover the search engines from different angles and increase
your coverage.

Another method is to create one or two main sites - perhaps on some of the bigger sites
(Blogspot, Squidoo, or whichever else you prefer), and then put smaller mini articles on
some of the other "Web 2.0 sites" and article marketing websites and link back to your main
site(s). Backlinks like this from other well ranked pages will help your website to gain
authority and respect in Google's eyes and help you to rank better on the search engines.

http://www.squidoo.com/
http://www.weebly.com
http://www.ning.com
http://www.livejournal.com
http://www.hubpages.com
http://www.selfgrowth.com/
http://www.tumblr.com
http://www.mybloglog.com
http://knol.google.com/k
http://www.43things.com
http://www.vox.com
http://www.nowpublic.com
http://www.zimbio.com
http://www.gather.com
http://www.advogato.org


Backlinks! (Important)

Whether you are using your own hosted website, a blog, article submissions, or various Web
2.0 websites you will need to "build backlinks".

All of the above sources are great places to put your content, but that is only one part of
affiliate marketing - the real key to success with these methods is making sure your content
gets found on the search engines, and that means creating backlinks to it.

A backlink is simply a link from another website to yours. This tells Google that your website
is getting talked about, and linked to, and should be found in it's search engine.

It is important that the links use the keywords that you want to be found for - so instead of
the link saying "for more information on subliminal messages click here", it should say "for
more information on subliminal messages click here". In Google's eyes this shows that the
page that links to you with these keywords is giving you its recommendation that you
should be found for the term "subliminal messages".

This all goes hand in hand with creating different pages / articles which focus on different
keywords - whatever the keyword is you are targeting this is what you want your backlink
text to be.

Some Simple Backlink Generating Techniques

• Blog Comments: Search for blogs related to the subject you are talking about and
leave a simple comment with a link back to your article / website.

• Forum Posting: Find relevant forum threads and post a reply with your link within
the text. If you regularly post on a few forums you can also simply edit your
signature to contain your backlink.

• Social Bookmarking: Quickly bookmark your site with some social bookmarking
sites. Only Wire is one way to do this - it lets you create accounts at the different
sites and then does automated submissions for you. Social Marker is another tool -
it is less automated, but gives you more freedom to change the titles, link text, and
descriptions for each site.

Getting More Advanced

For longer terms (perhaps a relatively uncompetitive longer term like "how to increase your
self confidence fast") a few simple backlinks with the above methods might be enough to
help you rank reasonably well - for something more competitive such as "subliminal
learning" or "subliminal self help" you will need a lot more backlinks, and from QUALITY,
and relevant sources.

One popular way of doing this is to create your primary content (the website / page which
you want to rank in Google) - perhaps a Squidoo Lens, or a Blogspot Blog, or an article on
Ezine Articles. Then copy this main article and post it to other article sites (such as listed in
the top 20 list above) and make the links point back to your main page / main article. Re-
writing your article a little bit also helps.

This works because when you duplicate your article like this only 1 copy will get found in
Google, i.e. the copy with the most backlinks to it. By making the duplicated articles link
back to the main one ensures it gets found, and pushes it higher up the search engine

http://www.subliminalmp3s.com
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com
http://www.onlywire.com
http://www.socialmarker.com


rankings.

Email Marketing

Email marketing has proven to be one of the most effective ways to promote our
products. Our website itself is very driven by our own email marketing efforts (you will be
credited for all sales on people you to us and they join our list and buy later), simply
because it works to bring people back to our site time and time again - for new album
launches, and occasional discounts and product promotions.

If you have your own website or are in the process you should really consider offering a
simple newsletter and giving an incentive for people to sign up (i.e. free stuff). Once you
have a responsive list you can make regular, and repeat sales to them. You should setting
up a regular auto-responder series based on our "Affiliate Success Pack", and make sure
you signup to our affiliate newsletter (signup on our affiliates homepage) - this will keep
you informed of any upcoming sales, and new product launches and give you material to
send out to your list every month.

Unique Pre-spun Articles!

We are committed to giving you leading article marketing materials add more articles every
month. We have a ground-breaking free tool here which contains a LOT more free
articles which are PRE-SPUN for uniqueness.

Visit Our Affiliate Articles & Email Marketing For Unique
Articles

If you don't already have email software we recommend running your email list with
Aweber. It is the leading email marketing solution online, they help to make sure your
emails conform to spam standards and guarantee a high delivery rate due to the
relationships they maintain with the various email hosts. They also offer great support and
step by step instructions for setting up.

Facebook Commenting

http://www.facebook.com

Another growing area in affiliate marketing is facebook. We are not
talking about PPC on facebook here (this is covered below), but simply joining groups / fan
pages on self help, personal development, positivity, hypnosis, happiness etc - there are
groups for almost everything.

Simply join these groups and write a message recommending them to visit your site for
further information. For example you might join a group about positivity and write a quick
wall post along the lines of "Has anyone tried subliminal messages for positivity? This site
offers 3 free subliminal audio albums: http://www..." "Great group, I've had some great
benefits to my positive thinking efforts from subliminal messages - you can get 3 free
subliminal albums here: http://www...."

If there isn't a group you could even make one yourself so you have full control over what is

http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/_data/pdf/Subliminalmp3sAffiliateSuccessPack.pdf
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/articles
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/articles
http://www.aweber.com/
http://www.facebook.com
http://www.facebook.com


posted.

* There are 1000s of open groups, however some may be commercial groups - i.e. owned
by businesses who might not take kindly to affiliate posts about other businesses. They will
probably remove them or may even complain about you - so make sure that the group isn't
setup to promote one company specifically.

Twitter

http://www.twitter.com

Twitter can be a great way to send traffic to us - simple posts like
"Download $44.91 of free subliminal mp3s here: http://www..." / "I am currently listening
to the new positive thinking subliminal album: http://www.." "24 hour only sale on
Subliminal Mp3s: http://www..." work well to bring traffic to us and get them viewing our
site. So if you have a responsive twitter list, especially if it is in the personal development
niche this will work for you.

Yahoo Answers

http://www.answers.yahoo.com

Yahoo answers is gaining popularity as a tool for affiliate marketing.
It is quite quick to browse through questions in a related niche and
give a little information and a link back to us / your landing page for more information. Your
response will be posted live, and if the question becomes popular or well ranked in Google
(which can often be the case) you can generate a very healthy level of traffic.

Because of our wide product range you can answer questions on weight loss, relationships,
confidence, self esteem etc and direct people to the relevant product using our deep link
generator, or the relevant page on your landing page - as well as of course answering
questions about subliminal messages, hypnosis, self help, personal development etc.

http://www.twitter.com/
http://www.twitter.com/
http://www.twitter.com
http://www.answers.yahoo.com/
http://www.answers.yahoo.com/
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/link-generator
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/link-generator


Paid Traffic

We recommend trying the free traffic generation methods first with our program - especially
if you are new to affiliate marketing, but once you gain an understanding of which keywords
work for you and you can convert from your landing pages you can generate a lot more
traffic, with less effort, and a lot quicker with PPC.

PPC Networks

The main sources of PPC traffic come from the "top 3" - Google Adwords, Bing, and Yahoo
Search Marketing.

• Google: http://www.google.com/adwords - The largest source
of PPC traffic online.

• Bing: https://adcenter.microsoft.com - Less competitive than
Google and can bring a great ROI, a growing an increasingly popular network.

• Yahoo: http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com/overture.php - Also less competitive and
another large source of PPC traffic.

• Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/advertising/?src=pf - Growing in popularity for
affiliate based advertising.

There are many more PPC keyword based advertising platforms than just the 3 above. Each
have their own systems, merits, and ways of working, and all can be highly profitable. Here
are just some of the other PPC networks available:

• Adbrite: http://www.adbrite.com - One of the largest non core PPC networks.
• Miva: http://www.miva.com - A well rated PPC network.
• Adtoll: http://www.adtoll.com
• Thunder Text: http://www.thundertext.com/?action=advertisers
• 7 Search: http://7search.com
• Kanoodle: http://www.kanoodle.com/about/advertise.html
• Looksmart: http://offers.looksmart.com/thought/ -$100 voucher free upon sign-up.
• Searchfeed: http://www.searchfeed.com

You will be able to find $50-$100 starter coupons for most networks. Do a google search for
"network name + coupon" as they change regularly.

Setting Up Your PPC Campaign

If you are new to affiliate marketing, or even new to promoting us we always recommend
trying some free traffic generation methods (i.e. article based marketing) first. PPC can get
expensive, and if you are not experienced you can lose money - even experienced PPC
marketers often lose money when first implementing a new campaign; until they make
some tweaks, get rid of what isn't working and do more of what is.

However, PPC can be a great way to get a lot of traffic, quickly. If you have some PPC
experience, or once you have a better idea of which keywords convert really well for you,
you can get extra traffic with PPC and enhance your efforts.

Keep Your Keywords and Ads Targeted and Focused

http://www.google.com/adwords
https://adcenter.microsoft.com
http://searchmarketing.yahoo.com/overture.php
http://www.facebook.com/advertising/?src=pf
http://www.adbrite.com
http://www.miva.com
http://www.adtoll.com
http://www.thundertext.com/?action=advertisers
http://7search.com
http://www.kanoodle.com/about/advertise.html
http://offers.looksmart.com/thought/
http://www.searchfeed.com


The most important thing to remember with PPC is that the more focus you have the better.

Create adverts with just a few related keywords. Don't have one advert which is linked to
100 different keywords. Only use a handful of related keyword terms and match them to
each advert.

For example, you might have the keywords "subliminal mp3 / subliminal mp3s / subliminal
downloads / subliminal download" linked with an advert like the following:
{KeyWord: Subliminal MP3s}
150+ Subliminal MP3s
Only $14.97 + Save up to 50%

Or if your keywords are "weight loss mp3 / weight loss mp3s / weight loss download /
weight loss cd", then link these to a targeted advert like:
{KeyWord: Subliminal Weight Loss MP3}
Lose Weight With Subliminal Messages
Only $14.97 + Save up to 50%

Create Focused Landing Pages

Once you have these targeted adverts it is important to send each one to a focused landing
page. As mentioned above you can either use direct linking (i.e. buy a domain and simply
redirect it so the traffic comes straight to us) - this is quicker and perhaps a good idea to do
some initial conversion testing, or you can make your own landing page. Either way the
adverts should go to different pages:

• With direct linking your general "subliminal mp3s" advert like the one above would
go straight to our homepage, and the weight loss advert would go to our core
weight loss product "Subliminal Weight Loss".

• If you have your own landing pages then your general "subliminal mp3s" advert
should go to a page which gives more information and the benefits of subliminal
messaging generally (before directing people on to our homepage), and your weight
loss advert would go to a separate landing page which describes how subliminal
weight loss works (before directing people on to our Subliminal Weight Loss
product)

You can use our affiliate link generator to get your links to different products and make
sure you are sending people to the right pages.

Keeping a focus like this in your advert creation, selection of keywords, and coordination of
landing pages will make sure you are getting relevant traffic, and make sure the sources
you are sending them to are of interest. The bottom line is that it will increase your
conversions.

Sample Ads

It is always best to run a few adverts parallel to each other to see which ones get better
click through, and conversion rates - you can monitor the conversion rate if you use
different Tracking IDs for your different adverts by using our deep link generator. Here are
some adverts which have typically worked well for us:

http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/link-generator
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/link-generator


{KeyWord: Subliminal MP3s}
150+ Subliminal MP3s
Only $14.97 + Save up to
50%

{KeyWord: Subliminal
Messages}
Life Changing Subliminal
Messages
Save 50% On MP3s Today!

{KeyWord: Free Subliminal
MP3s}
Download 3x Subliminal
MP3s
For Free ($44.91 Value)

{KeyWord: Stop Smoking
Subliminal}
Stop Smoking With
Subliminal MP3s
Only $14.97 + Save up to
50%

{KeyWord: Subliminal
Weight Loss}
Easy Weight Loss With
Subliminal MP3s
Only $14.97 + Save 50%
Today!

{KeyWord: Subliminal
Confidence}?
Become More Confident With
Subliminal Messages - Only
$14.97

* In all of the titles above we have used the {KeyWord: ... } feature. This means that the
advert title will display the exact search term the person has entered, or if this is too long it
will default to the standard keyword.

Keywords

Because our keyword lists and keyword advice is quite long (and ever growing) we have a
separate document dedicated to possible keywords which can be targeted.

View Our Full Keywords Lists

Private Blogs / Websites

There are hundreds and thousands of private webmasters and blog owners who offer
various advertising opportunities - everything from banner advertising, to guest posts, to
paid blog posts, or an email to their newsletter. There are literally too many to list, but
doing a little research yourself can uncover some fantastic, and relatively untapped sources
of advertising. To find these yourself try searches like "weight loss blog", "positivity blog",
"personal development blog", "hypnosis blog" "hypnosis news" etc.

http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/keywords


Final Tips

• Use our "Affiliate Success Pack" articles first to warm people up.
• Increase your click through rate by recommending our free albums: "Click here

to receive your 3 free subliminal audio albums" / "Click here to download $44.91
worth of free subliminal audio". Offering a free gift will increase your click through
by double or more, and once people join our newsletter to receive their free albums
they receive regular emails with further information, product recommendations, and
exclusive discounts. Our best conversion rates come from our newsletter
subscribers, and if people you send to us subscribe to our newsletter and
purchase through it you will be credited for all sales.

• Build your own list: Having your own list is a powerful tool. Offer your visitors the
chance to sign up to your newsletter to receive exclusive free information - how to
get the most from subliminal messaging / what they don't want you to know about
subliminal messaging / insider secrets to subliminal messaging etc. Email marketing
is one of the most effective ways to promote us. With your own list you gain access
to people who are interested on a deeper level in subliminal messaging and you can
contact them over and over again when we launch new albums, run offers etc.

• Use deep links: When you talk about specific problems or areas make sure to use
our deep link generator to send people directly to the related product page. For
example if you are talking about losing weight with subliminal messages don't just
send people to our homepage, send them straight to our weight loss album.

• Use testimonials! We have several testimonials you can take
(http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/feedback) and re-publish on your website. Or you
could write about your own personal experiences with our albums, or publish any
comments / thanks you get from your visitors. Testimonials are a great way of
adding credibility to any product and using customer reviews and testimonials will
increase your conversion rate.

• Make multiple landing pages, or a blog based site with multiple pages. This is
important so that you can either send people to your homepage for information on
subliminal messages generally, or setup other pages for other niche areas / popular
products -i.e. "How Subliminal Messages Can Help You Lose Weight" / "How
Subliminal Messages Can Help You To Improve Your Confidence". This way you can
target your traffic to your specific pages, and from these pages you can send people
on to our specific product pages using our product link generator.

• Keep it simple. Use soft and simple graphics and a conversation yet "to the point"
style of writing. Make your articles easy to read and easy to follow through to where
you affiliate links are. Don't over complicate things. Your role is to PRE-sell; to peak
interest and send people to us where our website / newsletter does the real selling
for you. Just give people a little info, and mention some of the basics and
BENEFITS, and send them to us "warmed up".

We pride ourselves on offering great affiliate support. We put our affiliates first - our
business is successful because of affiliates like you, and we have structured every element
of our business for affiliates; from the checkout system, to the newsletter, to to the design
of the website to optimize conversions.

We are always happy to help if you have any questions - please feel free to contact us at
affiliates@subliminalmp3s.com

http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/_data/pdf/Subliminalmp3sAffiliateSuccessPack.pdf
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/link-generator
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/feedback
http://www.subliminalmp3s.com/affiliate-program/link-generator
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